weavix® equips every worker with a rugged, purpose-built communication performance through disruptive innovations in the value of your workforce and strive to improve their productivity management solutions throughout your facility.

weavix® creates a collaborative ecosystem for your streamlined communications for every worker and transforming how we keep workers safe and connected.

With walt® connecting the frontline to the operational ecosystem, Enablement: walt® the Key to Frontline Company Overview

What is weavix?

Founded in 2018, weavix® aims to disrupt the status quo to optimize frontline work through communication technology. Historically, new technologies have had limited deployments for frontline workers, focusing primarily on things rather than people. As the Internet of Workers® platform, we understand data acquisition can happen when every frontline worker is equipped with the digital tool they want to use – walt® Smart Radio.

The Internet of Workers Platform

The weavix® Internet of Workers® platform is the premier plug and play solution used to connect your workforce in a secure environment that scales alongside your corporation.

The Frontline Worker Greatest Resource:

Focusing on People. Not Things.

Enabling your workforce part of your competitive advantage with faster speeds and impact on the frontline workforce. As your global partner in frontline enablement, we’ve gone the extra mile to make set up hassle-free – walt® Smart Radio.

The Internet of Workers® platform is built to connect and support your frontline workforce.

weavix® is the preferred platform for private cellular, giving you secure, reliable communications tailored to your enterprise.
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Operational

Data-Driven Insights

Predictive Analysis

Safety Observations Reporting

Targeted & Mass Alerts

Dedicated SOS Button

Language Translation Active Global Directory

Live & recorded video, text messaging, interactive maps,
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Location Monitoring

Time Delay Reporting

Interactive Maps

Targeted & Mass Alerts
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Language Translation Active Global Directory

Data-Driven Insights

Predictive Analysis

Safety Observations Reporting

Muster Location Monitoring

Business Potential

Reaching Your Full

Integrated

Reaching Your Full

Integrate your key frontline business data into key aspects of your business.

Focusing on People. Not Things.

Focusing on People. Not Things.

Business Potential

Digital Indentification

Location Monitoring

Time Delay Reporting

Interactive Maps

Targeted & Mass Alerts

Dedicated SOS Button

Language Translation Active Global Directory

Data-Driven Insights

Predictive Analysis

Safety Observations Reporting

Muster Location Monitoring

Identify, examine and understand trends within your own work processes

Safety practices in your workforce.

A platform designed to digitally enhance and optimize your frontline that’s never been possible. Using communication, language translation and more, bring your frontline back into the conversation.